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ABSTRACT
This poster explores relationships among video games in an
attempt to better understand the domain of video games and
interactive media as well as improve user access to games. Video
games are related in complex ways that cannot be adequately
represented by contemporary conceptual models like Functional
Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR). Relationships
between game editions, series, distribution methods and additional
game content all pose challenges for those seeking to describe
video games in a user-centered way.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.7 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Digital Libraries –
Standards, K.8.0 [Personal Computing]: Games

General Terms
Design, Standardization
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1. INTRODUCTION
Video games are gaining importance in American society, with
increasing numbers of game players, consumer spending,
educational opportunities and scholarly interests. Yet
contemporary descriptions of video games in libraries as well as
the commercial sector reveal many challenges [8]. Growing trends
of digitally distributed games—games with no physical
components—raise specific challenges for digital libraries.
Among other issues, relationships between video games are
complex and not well or explicitly represented. This poster offers
a preliminary exploration of relationship types currently existing
among video games and the issues raised in description attempts.

2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
The GAme MEtadata Research Group (GAMER) at the
University of Washington Information School, in partnership with
the Seattle Interactive Media Museum (SIMM), is developing a
user-centered metadata schema for video games. Early analysis
revealed issues with how video games are currently described [6].
Based on domain analysis and user personas representing
common game users, 61 metadata elements were developed, 16 of
which were identified as core elements [7]. These elements were
further evaluated and revised based on cataloging sample games.

Subsequent development of a larger recommended element set
[8] and controlled vocabularies [3] revealed more issues.
One major challenge was relating various games, editions of
games, game distributions, and additional content. Video games
are released in multiple regions for multiple platforms. Games
also change over time as popular games are rereleased as legacy
content for newer systems, as special “collector’s editions,” or in
other limited special releases. Test cataloging revealed additional
issues describing digitally distributed video games and their
relationships to games with more traditional physical distributions
[9]. These complex relationships are not yet accurately
represented in either the current metadata schema or subsequent
conceptual modeling work, warranting additional investigation.
Complex relationships are not unique to video games. In the
bibliographic universe, FRBR is a conceptual model illustrating
conceptual boundaries of bibliographic resources and
relationships among them [5]; however, FRBR’s Group I entities
(work, expression, manifestation, and item) remain problematic
for alternative media such as art, architecture, and material culture
[1]. Attempts to apply FRBR to a classic computer game revealed
difficulty in determining which parts of a user’s experience best
map to FRBR’s notions of work, expression, manifestation, or
item [10]. Work in academia defining the nature of video games is
still nascent and has frequently focused on game design [12],
identifying the distinguishing aspects of video games [2], [4] or
preservation [10].

3. METHOD
In order to identify relationships among games, we used the
following complimentary techniques: 1) consultation with video
game experts and enthusiasts with deep domain knowledge, and
2) examination of video games themselves and their current
descriptive metadata and structures in existing organizational
systems. We worked with a selection of sample game sets chosen
for diverse representation of genres, platforms, creation dates, and
distribution methods. Game sets sprung from a seed game known
to have complicated relationships with other games and additional
content. Sample game sets included Shin Megami Tensei:
Persona, Disgaea, Final Fantasy, Bejeweled, Civilization V, and
all the related games in each series as well as additional content
that had been published for them.

4. CHALLENGES
4.1 Edition Relationships
Like other media, video games can have multiple editions. For
example, Atlus released Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 3 in 2007,
and Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 3 FES in 2009. However, other
than self-identification in the game title, there is not yet any clear
definition of what defines a new edition or how that edition is
related to other editions of the same game. The definition of
edition is well-established in the bibliographic universe as copies
of a resource “printed from the same typographic image and
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issued by the same entity in the same format at one time or at
intervals without alteration” [11]. Yet the print-centric aspects of
this definition are clearly not applicable to video games. This
definition also stipulates that editions are issued in the same
format, despite listing examples of printed books, e-books,
audiobooks on CD and other differing formats as editions of the
same resource. Like these other media, the same video game may
exist in a variety of formats. For example, Persona 4 Arena exists
for multiple platforms, from an arcade console to a physical disc
for PlayStation 3 and XBOX360 to a digitally accessible version
on the PlayStation Network. These games are all Persona 4
Arena—but are they the same game? Game editions may also
differ in their source code, visual imagery, presentation, and
platform. These variations create different gameplay experiences,
to the extent that some gamers consider them to be different
games. How then can we best represent the relationships among
these different editions of the same game?

popular puzzle game Candy Crush Saga (2012) to be based on
Bejeweled (2001); however, Bejeweled (2001) was, in turn,
inspired by the DOS game Shariki (1984). How might these
relationships be best expressed and represented so scholars and
game designers can access this information?

4.2 Series Relationships
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4.3 Relationships between Games and
Additional Content
The ability to download or otherwise access content and
modifications external to an original release of a game is
increasingly popular. In 2012, a substantial expansion for
Civilization V, sold separately from and independent of the game,
was released. This expansion, called Gods & Kings, introduced
significant new game play features. While Civilization V is
playable without this expansion, many gamers are interested in
what, if any, expansions, modifications, and additional
downloadable content are available for a given game as well as
what those expansions offer. Other additional content may not
affect gameplay or in-game options at all, but rather fix security
issues or update software. With all of these different relationships
between games and additional content, it is important to
understand and express them more clearly in order to fulfill
gamers’ information needs and search patterns.

4.4 Other Relationships
Our examination also revealed additional relationships besides the
above categories. Many games are not uniquely original; they are
“inspired by” or “based on” other games. Many users, especially
game scholars and industry personnel, are interested in tracing
these relationships. For instance, many people consider the

5. FUTURE WORK
The complex sets of relationships among video games present
significant challenges to description. This poster is a preliminary
attempt to tease out the types and nuances of relationships that
exist among video games that are important to users. This
exploration of relationships among video games is part of a larger
research agenda focusing on establishing a user-centered
conceptual model and metadata schema for video games and
interactive media. Once the important relationships have been
identified, we plan to clearly define them so they can be
incorporated into a data model for more robust game description.
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